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Abstract—Due to many technical and programmatic changes,
distributed spacecraft missions (DSMs) and constellations are be-
coming more common, both in national space agencies as well as
in industry and academia. These changes are the results of various
driving factors, such as maturing technologies, minimizing costs,
and new science requirements. But they are also made possible
by the availability of easier and more frequent launches and the
capability to handle increased requirements in terms of scalable
mission operations and “big” data analytics on the ground and
onboard. With the increase in this type of missions and with the
need to connect and interrelate all the data that will be generated
by these various missions as well as with the data acquired from
ground and airborne sensors, there is a need to define more accu-
rately all the terms used in relation to DSMs. This article presents a
terminology including various definitions that describe DSMs and
related concepts, their organization, physical configuration, and
functional configuration, as well as a taxonomy from which DSMs
can be designed.

Index Terms—Distributed spacecraft mission (DSM),
nomenclature, taxonomy, terminology.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LTHOUGH space- and ground-segment technologies have
advanced significantly over the years, the evolution of

our observing systems has been quite linear. We continue to
use stove-piped spacecraft missions that collect more data and
downlink it at ever faster bit rates, without applying potentially
useful and timely information that may be available from other
observing system assets or ground systems. This motivated God-
dard’s study of spacecraft constellations in 1999, NASA’s “Earth
Science Vision 2025” [1] in 1999–2002, as well as more recent
internal studies at several NASA Centers. The cornerstone of the
2025 Vision was to improve prediction, specifically including
daily and even hourly measurements. The Vision described a
new paradigm in which holistic, integrated insight, foresight,
and discovery replaced point monitoring and exploration.
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In order to reach this Vision, different new technologies were
proposed including the exploration of new vantage points, such
as L1 and L2 and Molniya orbits; real time, adaptive, remote, and
in situ sensor swarms; and SensorWebs and on-demand virtual
instruments. In particular, the concept of SensorWeb was ex-
tensively studied and was later the topic of several NASA Earth
Science Technology Office (ESTO) solicitations and awards; for
example, the weather prediction technology study to identify the
science applications and technology improvements needed to
aim for weather forecasts of 10–14 days in the 2025 timeframe.
It was followed by the development of an “Architecture for Ad-
vanced Weather Prediction Technologies, in 2008, using a two-
way interactive SensorWeb and modeling system” [2]. Other
projects dealt with the application of SensorWebs to disaster
management [3]–[5]. In the Earth Science Vision, a SensorWeb
was seen as creating On-Demand Virtual Instruments in which
any user could dynamically reconfigure the SensorWeb or its
components and mine the digital libraries/metadata warehouses
to provide products that are uniquely tailored for the desired
measurement. It would provide the ability to rapidly carry out
scientific “experiments” without waiting for the selection, devel-
opment, and launch of a new mission [1]. Similarly described by
Torres-Martinez et al. [6], the SensorWeb concept proposed by
NASA defined a virtual organization of multiple numbers and
types of sensors combined into an intelligent “macroinstrument”
in which information collected by any one sensor could be used
by any other sensor in the web, as necessary, to accomplish a
coordinated observing mission.

Overall, SensorWebs were proposed to do the following:
1) acquire simultaneously multiple observation types;
2) use multiple vantage points and multiple resolutions

simultaneously in a constellation or formation flying
configuration;

3) use low-cost micro- and nanosatellites, e.g., utilizing sen-
sorcraft with deployable apertures;

4) acquire overlapping measurements for calibration and
validation;

5) utilize reprogrammable and reconfigurable sensor sys-
tems; and

6) increase the autonomy of space systems.
Another study performed by Barrett [7] identified two types

of motivations for multiple spacecraft missions: First, scientific
motivation, i.e., get better resolution to either isolate the signal
when it is a microphenomenon or to cover the entire signal
space when it is a fast or a macrophenomenon; and second,
engineering motivation, i.e., provide extensibility, be able to add
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and/or replace sensors in the future, potentially incrementally,
or provide redundancy using spares to respond to failures.

The main recommendation coming out of these studies was
for NASA to have a strategy defining an incremental deploy-
ment of ground and space assets across a full range of sensor-
web-capable earth science missions. This would necessitate the
development of specific standards and capabilities to ensure
scalability, homogeneity, and operability of such missions [6].

Another historical program of interest is the DARPA F6
Fractionated Spacecraft program [8]. F6 was started in 2008
with the goal of developing and demonstrating on orbit key
capabilities for spacecraft fractionation. This was envisioned
using a “cluster of wirelessly interconnected modules that could
share their resources.” The main goal was to demonstrate adapt-
ability and survivability of space systems. The program relied
on the development of open interface standards [9] that would
ensure the sustainment and development of future fractionated
systems and low-cost associated commercial hardware. Cellu-
larized spacecraft, which is related to fractionated spacecraft, has
been developed under the more recent DARPA Phoenix Program
[10], [11], with the goal of changing the paradigm by which
space systems are engineered, first designed, then developed,
then built, and finally deployed. With that purpose, that program
aims at reaching the terrestrial paradigm of “assemble, repair,
upgrade, and reuse” [9]. This includes developing the following
technologies: advanced GEO space robotics, including on-orbit
assembly, repair, life extension, and refueling; satlets, i.e., small
independent modules that incorporate essential satellite func-
tionality but share data, power, and thermal management ca-
pabilities to provide a low-cost, modular satellite architecture;
and a standardized payload orbital delivery (POD) system. The
Phoenix concept could improve satellite usefulness and lifespan
and could lower their development and deployment costs.

But, although the SensorWeb and many related distributed
missions’ concepts and technologies were extensively studied
and matured before 2008, it is only recently that national space
organizations, industry, and academia have been proposing and
developing distributed spacecraft missions (DSMs)and constel-
lations; some examples are the recent NASA-funded Cyclone
Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) [12] and Time-
Resolved Observations of Precipitation structure and storm In-
tensity with a Constellation of SmallSats (TROPICS) [13] earth
science missions, ESA QB50 [14] and Proba-3 [15], and new
commercial ventures, such as Planet Labs [16], OneWeb [17],
and Capella Space [18]. Additional information about missions
and research performed between 2000 and 2017 can be found
in [26] and [27].

Due to this renewed interest in distributed concepts, starting
in 2013, NASA Goddard conducted several internal consecutive
studies, during which the general concept of “DSMs” and its
related terminology was defined. The main objectives of these
studies have been first to summarize what has been explored
and developed previously in the domain of distributed missions,
what is the state-of-the-art, who are the main players, and what
are the main challenges, and then to provide a preliminary
characterization of the tradeoffs that link science return and
mission architectures. The outcomes of the study included a

full terminology, some preliminary mission taxonomies, a sur-
vey of past, current, and future DSMs, examples of potential
Science applications, a list of technology challenges, and some
preliminary results in developing DSMs’ cost and risk analysis
tools.

This article summarizes our results from terminology and
taxonomy points of view, with the goal of facilitating the de-
velopment of such future concepts (particularly when several
organizations are involved), as well as the trade analysis and the
actual design of future DSMs.

II. DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT MISSIONS

Main Definition: A DSM is a mission that involves multiple
spacecraft to achieve one or more common goals.

This general definition of a DSM, defined as the incept of our
studies, purposefully, does not specify if the multiple spacecraft
are launched together, achieve common goals by design or in an
ad hoc fashion, or if the common goals are scientific. “Multiple”
in this case refers to “two or more” and can refer to tethered
or nontethered satellites, although very few tethered concepts
have been proposed so far. The various levels of details that
describe a DSM are embedded in the specific terms defined in
Section IV. For example, a DSM can be defined from inception
and we call it a “constellation,” or it can become a DSM after
the fact, in which case it is an “ad hoc” DSM or a “virtual”
mission. For all the various types of DSMs, we do not assume
the spacecraft to be of any specific sizes, i.e., the studies were
not restricted to CubeSats or SmallSats (these sizes are defined
in Section III), although lowering costs often involve choosing
smaller spacecraft.

As described in Section I, for the past 20 years, the concept of
distributed observations has not been systematically traded when
designing main stream missions, e.g., decadal survey missions,
although it has been considered when it was the only solution
capable to satisfy some given science requirements (e.g., in earth
science for the GRACE mission or in heliophysics for the mag-
netospheric multiscale mission, MMS, designs). Nevertheless,
this concept is being found again in more recent studies, such as
in the 2017 Earth Science Decadal Survey [38] where ideas, such
as “advanced cost-effective observation methodologies such as
ad hoc and distributed observations,” “given cost considera-
tions, miniaturization using CubeSats, SmallSats, and satellite
constellations could be an efficient pathway to technological
development,” and “rapid capture and delivery of synoptic data
by space-borne assets following a disaster can directly mitigate
the loss of life and infrastructure. These data can be obtained
by rapidly retasking existing satellites, deploying new satellites
dedicated to a specific measurement objective, or by deploying a
constellation of future satellites that provide the temporal fidelity
required,” being proposed for science as well as for disaster
monitoring. Similar ideas can also be found in heliophysics,
and even planetary science and astrophysics. Additionally, some
flagship missions, such as future Landsat missions are currently
being redesigned considering this concept.

This gap of more than 10 years in a systematic interest given
to a DSM is probably explained by the cost and, potentially, the
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complexity associated with such missions. The high costs that
were estimated for a potential DSM were often the consequence
of constellation designs based on repeating n times the design
and the building of one spacecraft, therefore leading to costs
being n times the cost of a monolithic mission; this is explained
not only by the mission design itself but also by cost models
that have been designed for monolithic missions and do not take
into account cost savings associated with economies of scale and
with risk minimization when dealing with a DSM. On the other
hand, it is true that building a distributed mission adds to the
complexity of the mission, not only in the development phase,
but also in the operational phase, and this complexity translates
into additional costs and risk to the mission.

Therefore, it is only now that new technologies and capabili-
ties, such as SmallSats, CubeSats, hosted payloads, instrument
miniaturization, onboard computing, better space communi-
cations, and ground systems automation, have appeared and
became mature, that a DSM seems to be feasible for a reasonable
and potentially lower cost and risk than monolithic missions.

At the same time that these new technologies have been
developed, a new economic environment is developing, with
lower or flat space budgets, a greater international competition,
and a steady growth of the private sector in space ventures.
As stated in a series of articles published in Space News by
Wertz [39], space needs to be reinvented, and having a mix of
traditional, large programs with some much lower cost, more
rapid, more responsive programs is a way to respond to this new
environment. Among the more responsive programs, distributed
and disaggregated assets offer solutions that significantly reduce
risk. In particular, as we heard in many of the science interviews
that we conducted, apart from science goals that can only be
attained with a DSM, distributed missions are usually motivated
by several goals, among which, increasing data resolution in
one or several dimensions (e.g., temporal, spatial, or spectral),
decreasing launch costs, increasing data bandwidths, as well
as ensuring data continuity and intermission validation and
complementarity.

Therefore, our goal in developing the proposed terminology
and taxonomy was to capture these science goals and turn them
into trades that will be used to design the future DSMs; the
characteristics defined in the remainder of this article represent
a preliminary characterization of the tradeoffs that link science
return and mission architectures.

An example of the utility of this characterization is illustrated
by our design of the Trade-space Analysis Tool for Constel-
lations (TAT-C) [25], which provides a framework to facilitate
DSM prephase A investigations and optimize DSM designs with
respect to a priori science goals. TAT-C was designed based on
these principles with the following:

1) TAT-C inputs that include: mission concept (e.g., area of
interest, mission duration, and launch options); satellite
specifications (e.g., existing satellites, altitude/inclination
ranges, specific orbit needs, and communication bands);
payload specifications (e.g., concept of operations, num-
ber and the type of instruments, mass, volume, and optical
characteristics); and constraints on the range of output
values; and

TABLE I
2013 CLASSIFICATION FROM NASA STMD [24]

2) TAT-C science outputs that include: all metrics computed
for each architecture (e.g., average of spatial and tem-
poral metrics); spatial information (e.g., spatial resolu-
tion, swath overlap percentage, occultation positions, and
coverage); temporal information (e.g., revisit, access, and
repeat times); angular information (e.g., view zenith, solar
illumination); and radiometric information (e.g., signal-
to-noise fall-off).

This terminology and taxonomy allowed us to clarify the
variables that were essential to trade when designing DSM
concepts.

The remainder of this article is organized in the following
way. A nomenclature of spacecraft size and mass is given in
Section III. The full DSM terminology taxonomy is described
in Section IV and a preliminary use of this taxonomy for DSM
design is given in Section V.

III. SMALL SATELLITE NOMENCLATURE

Because DSMs are often designed and flown using small
satellites as individual elements to make the system cost feasible,
this section attempts to provide a nomenclature of what is a
“small” spacecraft. The term “SmallSat” has been used with
various meanings, and some of these discrepancies have been
captured in 2010, as they relate to European missions [19]. A
formal small satellite classification was first performed in 1991
by Sweeting [20], and then refined by Kramer et al. in 2008
[21]. In 2004, Konecny [22] extended the range of minisatellites
from 100 to 1000 kg, abolishing the medium satellite class. The
new classification was then reviewed by Xue et al. in 2008 [23].
Another definition is given in the FY13 SmallSat Technology
Partnerships solicitation from the NASA Space Technology
Mission Directorate (STMD) [24]: “Small spacecraft, for the
purpose of this notice, are defined as those with a mass of 180 kg
or less and capable of being launched into space as an auxiliary
or secondary payload.” In this last nomenclature, minisatellites
start at 100 kg but the upper mass is limited to 180 kg instead
of 500 kg, and the threshold between femto- and picosatellites
is slightly different. Nag et al. [40] discussed small satellite
classes in detail, with examples from international missions, and
its impact on cost and risk.

For the purpose of our study and the remainder of this article,
we will adopt the nomenclature shown in Table I, utilizing the
general term of SmallSats for spacecraft of less than 180 kg and
minisatellites for spacecraft of mass in the range of 100–180 kg.
Note that CubeSats usually fall in the nano- to microsatellite
range.
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TABLE II
DSMS TERMINOLOGY TAXONOMY

IV. DSM TERMINOLOGY TAXONOMY

Generally, a taxonomy can be defined as the description,
identification, nomenclature, and classification of a group of
things or concepts. Although the main terms related to DSMs
have been defined in the past, for example in [7], [26], and
[29], many other terms have not been defined or not defined
consistently.

Additionally, the meaning of some of these terms has also
evolved with new technologies being developed, e.g., CubeSats,
and it is important to define them, being grouped together under
the same umbrella and for the purpose of collaborative mission
design, development, and operations.

Main definition: A DSM is a mission that involves multiple
spacecraft to achieve one or more common goals.

This general definition of DSM (given in Section II and
repeated above), purposefully, does not specify if the multiple
spacecraft are launched together, achieve common goals by
design, or in an ad hoc fashion (i.e., application-driven), or if
the common goals are scientific. These different levels of details
are embedded in the following definitions.

In order to derive this terminology, various DSM character-
istics were considered and their different instantiations were
classified in the taxonomy described in Table II.

All the terms shown in this taxonomy and that need to be
defined accurately are described in the remainder of this section;

note that the terms are listed according to Table II, with each box
referred to as “TAB.” The three main characteristics that have
been considered are: TAB 1) Organization; TAB 2) Physical
Configuration; and TAB 3) Functional Organization. Under
these three main TABs, a DSM can be defined by a certain
number of characteristics.

Under TAB 1, “Organization,” two characteristics define a DSM,
“Appearance” and “Inter-Spacecraft Relationship.”

TAB 1.1 Appearance
Under this TAB, three different types of appearance have
been defined for all types of DSMs that will be defined in
TAB 2.1. These are “Homogeneous,” “Heterogeneous,” and
“Reconfigurable.”

TAB 1.1.1 Homogeneous Constellation or Formation
A DSM whose member spacecraft employ functionally identical
bus, payload, and operational characteristics (e.g., MMS and
Iridium).

TAB 1.1.2 Heterogeneous Constellation or Formation or Frac-
tionated Spacecraft
A DSM whose member spacecraft employ a different bus,
payload, or operational characteristics. Note that a fractionated
spacecraft is always heterogeneous.
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TAB 1.1.3 Reconfigurable Constellation or Formation or Frac-
tionated Spacecraft
A DSM that possesses the ability to change one or more
intrinsic characteristics while on orbit. Some of these char-
acteristics may include any or all of the following changes:
orbit, attitude, relative spacing, observing activity coordination
with other spacecraft, number of spacecraft, and other TBD
characteristics.

Iridium is an example of a nonreconfigurable, but homogeneous
constellation. MMS is reconfigurable and homogeneous and F6
would have been a reconfigurable and heterogeneous mission.

TAB 1.2 Inter-Spacecraft Relationships
TAB 1.2.1 None
This describes a DSM with no or no specific interspacecraft
relationships.

TAB 1.2.2 Hierarchical Relationship
A constellation system in which one (called mothership) or
several of the distributed spacecraft has a higher degree of
capability and serves as the central focal point for the constel-
lation communication, control, and command, and/or general
coordinator of all constellation activities.

TAB 1.2.3 Peer-to-Peer Relationship
A system in which all the distributed spacecraft can interact with
every other with equivalent control, capabilities, and responsibil-
ities, assuming that appropriate communication and a predeter-
mined routing protocol between nodes (e.g., disruption-tolerant
networking for low earth orbit (LEO) constellations [28]).

TAB 1.2.4 Rendezvous Mission
A rendezvous mission is a mission in which two spacecraft
perform an orbital maneuver such that they approach each other
at a very close distance and come to within actual or visual
contact.

TAB 1.2.4.1 Cooperative Rendezvous Missions
A cooperative rendezvous mission is a mission in which
two spacecraft cooperate with each other to achieve a ren-
dezvous maneuver. The two spacecraft arrive at the same
orbit and approach at a very close distance, in a cooperative
manner; this can be followed or not followed by docking
during which the two spacecraft come into contact. One
example is the rendezvous and docking performed between
a spacecraft (or a space shuttle) and the International Space
Station.

TAB 1.2.4.2 Uncooperative Rendezvous Missions
This is a mission performing a type of space maneuver during
which one spacecraft under known control arrives at the
same orbit and approaches at a very close distance of another
uncontrolled spacecraft or space object; this can be followed
or not followed by docking or landing. This is the case, for
example, when one spacecraft is servicing another nonfunc-
tioning satellite or a spacecraft tumbling out of control (e.g.,
DARPA Phoenix Satellite Servicing). Another example is a
rendezvous mission between a spacecraft and a natural object
such as an asteroid (e.g., OSIRIS-REx mission).

Under TAB 2, “Physical Configuration,” four characteristics
define a DSM, “Spatial Relationship,” “Spatial Control,” “Tem-
poral Relationship,” and “Temporal Control.”

TAB 2.1 Spatial Relationship
Under “Spatial Relationship,” the two main types of DSM are
the general type called “Constellations” and “Virtual or Ad Hoc
Missions.” In other words, a Constellation is the most general
term defining a DSM. Then, under a Constellation, some specific
types can be defined, e.g., “Formations,” “Fractionated,” and
“Clusters.” Note that some DSMs may comprise one or more of
the listed relationships. For example, multiangular observations
may be done by clusters and the temporal resolution could be
improved by a constellation of clusters (also called “clustella-
tion”). In fact, this mix and match of different types of DSMs to
make a coalition is possible under the proposed taxonomy.

TAB 2.1.1 Constellation
A reference to a space mission that, beginning with its inception,
is composed of two or more spacecraft that are placed into
specific orbit(s) for the purpose of serving a common objective
(e.g., MMS or Iridium).

TAB 2.1.1.1 General Constellation
This refers to the most general type of constellations and
might have various attributes; for example, a constellation
maybe called uniform when the spacecraft are uniformly dis-
tributed in multiple orbital planes and uniformly distributed
in each orbital plane. The “Walker Delta” constellation (GPS,
Galileo) and “Walker Star” constellation (Iridium) are exam-
ples of uniform constellations.

TAB 2.1.1.2 Formation
Two or more spacecraft that conduct a mission such that the
relative distances and three-dimensional spatial relationships
(i.e., distances and angular relationships between all space-
craft) are tightly controlled (usually through direct sensing)
by one spacecraft of at least one other spacecraft state (e.g.,
GRACE and PRISMA).

A special case of Formations is a String of Pearls Formation
defined in the following manner.

TAB 2.1.1.2.1 String of Pearls
A String of Pearls orbital configuration is a type of for-
mation flying in which all the spacecraft are flying in the
same orbit separated in the along-track direction by fixed
distances (e.g., Terra, SAC-C, EO1, and Landsat-7).

TAB 2.1.1.3 Fractionated Spacecraft
A fractionated spacecraft is a satellite architecture where the
functional capabilities of a conventional monolithic space-
craft are distributed across multiple modules that are not
structurally connected and that interact through wireless
links. These modules are capable of sharing their resources
and utilizing resources found elsewhere in the cluster. Un-
like general constellations and formations, the modules of
a fractionated spacecraft are always largely heterogeneous
and perform distinct functions corresponding, for instance,
to the various subsystem elements of a traditional satellite
(e.g., DARPA F6 System)
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TAB 2.1.1.4 Cluster
A collection of spacecraft that is not uniformly distributed
over a particular spatial region, in contrast to a Walker con-
stellation, e.g., clusters aggregate in certain orbital regions
(e.g., MMS and COSMIC). A cluster may be, subjectively,
considered “tight” or “loose” depending on the relative prox-
imity of the member spacecraft.

TAB 2.1.2 Virtual or “Ad Hoc” Mission
A virtual mission is a DSM that exploits observations made from
multiple missions that were designed independently, but the
output can be considered in a coordinated fashion as if they were
acquired from a single mission. A virtual mission exploits the co-
ordinated positions and the complementary of the observations
to add value to each of the individual measurements. An example
of such a virtual mission is the A-Train. The original A-Train
DSM included the Aqua, Aura, and PARASOL satellites that
were later joined by the CloudSat, CALIPSO, GCOM-W1,
and OCO-2 satellites. PARASOL has now ceased operations,
whereas CloudSat/CALIPSO have lowered their orbit and also
left A-Train (see https://atrain.nasa.gov/ for more information).

TAB 2.2 Spatial Control
Under spatial control, missions’ characteristics are defined in
terms of the end results as well as how this particular type of
spatial control has been obtained.

TAB 2.2.1 Pre-Determined

This describes missions that do not have any specific spatial
control, except the one predetermined before launch. This is
often the case of low-budget CubeSat missions.

TAB 2.2.2 Ground Controlled
This type of constellation is spatially controlled from the ground.
An example is the MMS mission.

TAB 2.2.3 On-Orbit Controlled
This type of constellation is spatially controlled in orbit with
some level of autonomy (described in TAB 3.2). A special case
of this type of constellation is a swarm, described below.

TAB 2.2.3.1 Swarm
A reference to a space mission that is composed of a high
number of micro- or nanospacecraft that serve a common
objective and that are uncontrolled or loosely coordinated
from the ground but with some sort of onboard autonomous
control.

TAB 2.2.4 Mix of Ground and On-Orbit Controlled
TAB 2.2.4.1 Formation Flyers (FFs)
FFs were defined in TAB 2.1.1.1; FF can either be controlled
from the ground or controlled onboard or a combination
of both. In this TAB, the specific spatial control patterns
associated with FF are defined.

TAB 2.2.4.1.1 “Tight” or Precision Formation Flying
This represents a subjective characteristic referring to the
preciseness required of a particular formation. There does
not appear to be any particular set of objective metrol-
ogy standards regarding the degree of precision and is

determined entirely by the application; such applications
can be distributed “virtual” aperture, often associated with
applications, such as interferometry or distributed space-
craft optics, for which a very precise formation is required.
The terms “tight” and “precision” are sometimes used with
different meanings depending on the degree of precision
that is required. PRISMA and PROBA-3 are examples of
Precision Formation Flying.

TAB 2.2.4.1.1.1 Tandem Flyers
Tandem Flyers represent a specific case of Precision
FF. These are two or more spacecraft that follow one
another in the same orbital plane (e.g., GRACE and
GRAIL). It represents a special case of precision forma-
tion flying, with lesser requirements on control, owing
to two spacecraft in the same orbit.

TAB 2.2.4.1.2 “Loose” Formation Flying
This represents a subjective description of a smaller de-
gree of precision and accuracy needed to be maintained
between the spacecraft that comprise the FF. The degree
of precision required in a loose FF is not as strict as the
one required by a Precision FF.

TAB 2.3 Temporal Relationship
This TAB mainly considers the temporal deployment of the
multiple spacecraft in the constellation.

TAB 2.3.1 Deployment
Deployment includes two main different types of temporal de-
ployment, “All at Once” and “Phased.”

TAB 2.3.1.1 All At Once Deployment
In this type of mission, all constellation spacecraft are
launched at the same time. They can be deployed from the
same or different launchers as long as they become opera-
tional at the same time. This is the case of missions such as
MMS, GRACE, and CYGNSS.

TAB 2.3.1.2 Phased Deployment
A phased deployment of a constellation is often employed
for very large constellations or for megaconstellations. In
this case, individual or groups of spacecraft are launched in-
crementally by design. This deployment strategy is also used
for heterogeneous constellations with spacecraft launch in
different orbits or at different altitudes. Examples of such con-
stellations are QB50 or the Planet Labs series of spacecraft.

A special case of phased deployment is an accretionary
or incremental deployment by reaction. This is the case
when new spacecraft are placed into specific orbits based
on evolutionary mission circumstances. This was the case
of the ad hoc DSM A-Train for which CloudSat, CALIPSO,
GCOM-W1, and OCO-2 were added to the A-Train to achieve
additional requirements based on the observations made by
the first satellites.

TAB 2.4 Temporal Control
Just as for Spatial Control, Temporal Control considers both the
end result and the means by which the DSM temporal control is
obtained.

https://atrain.nasa.gov/
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TAB 2.4.1 Pre-Determined
This term characterizes missions for which the measurement
acquisition is predetermined, and no specific temporal control
is required after launch.

TAB 2.4.2 Precise Observation Timing
Precise observation timing is required when the DSM mission
goals require measurements to be very precisely intercorrelated;
the position and the orientation of each spacecraft and their
payloads need to be closely controlled to optimize the mea-
surement acquisition. This is usually something designed as
part of the overall mission. CYGNSS is an example of a DSM
demonstrating precise observation timing.

TAB 2.4.3 “Flash Mob”
The “flash mob” concept is also related to intercorrelated mea-
surements but corresponds to a more agile DSM, e.g., a swarm,
that reacts in real time to transient or real-time events and
phenomena. There has been proposed heliophysics mission
concepts but no actual missions exhibiting this type of behavior.

Under TAB 3, the “Functional Configuration” of DSMs or
constellations is being considered. This covers the mechanisms
by which specific functionalities are being achieved.

TAB 3.1 Functional Distribution
Under Functional Configuration, this first TAB looks at function-
ality distribution between spacecraft. The two following TABs
give some examples of such types of distribution although these
do not represent an exhaustive list of potential configurations.

TAB 3.1.1 Cooperative Maneuvering
Missions with spacecraft that have functionalities are compatible
to be used together to create a virtual DSM.

TAB 3.1.2 Collaborative Missions
These are missions that are designed to create coordinated ob-
servations. Among those are missions with reconfigurability or
targeting capabilities. A special case is missions that can create
a “virtual instrument,” but also DSMs that react to a transient
event or phenomenon.

TAB 3.2 Autonomy
The general concept of “Autonomy” has been recently defined by
the NASA Autonomous Systems Capability Leadership Team
[30] and this is the definition that we will adopt in this article:
“Autonomy is the ability of a system to achieve goals while
operating independently of external control.” Here, a system
can refer to either a monolithic or a highly complex distributed
system. Autonomy is not equivalent to artificial intelligence
(AI), but may use AI to achieve the specified goals; autonomy is
also not equivalent to “automation,” which is the automatically
controlled operation of a system but is not “self-directed.” There-
fore, a system may be automated without being autonomous and
autonomy may rely on automation for some of the tasks required
to achieve its goals.

Autonomy involves many functions, including plan valida-
tion, planner/scheduler [28], [32], diagnostics, state estimation,
onboard processing, and onboard decision making; each of

these functions can be performed by humans or by software.
“Autonomy” implies a system’s capability for realizing “self-
governance” and “self-direction,” as well as “self-management.”
Autonomy is self-governance and self-directive in the sense that
it requires the delegation of responsibility to the system to meet
its prescribed operational goals. The self-management aspect
provides for the self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing,
and self-protecting properties required for a fully autonomous
system.

As described in [35], a space system may have four levels of
mission execution autonomy (according to the ECSS-E-ST-70C
standard), spanning from [low] ground-based, preplanned con-
trol to [high] goal-oriented, onboard mission replanning. It may
have two levels of data management autonomy and two levels
of FDIR autonomy as well. In TAB 3.2, we adopted these four
basic levels of Autonomy as they relate to DSMs.

Many other characteristics could describe the term “autonomy,”
but they are not limited to the concept of DSM and therefore are
not included in this taxonomy.

TAB 3.2.1 Ground-Based Controlled Mission Execution
In this case, the DSM execution is entirely performed under
ground control, with no onboard autonomy. There is real-time
control from the ground for nominal operations and it may only
include some execution of time-tagged commands for safety
issues.

TAB 3.2.2 Onboard Execution of Pre-Planned Mission Goals
The DSM includes onboard execution of preplanned, ground-
defined, mission operations. Again, there is real-time control
from the ground for nominal operations and it may only include
some execution of time-tagged commands for safety issues.

TAB 3.2.3 Semi-Autonomy
A semiautonomous DSM represents a combination of system
autonomy and ground control. It includes onboard execution
of adaptive mission operations, particularly event-based au-
tonomous operations and execution of onboard operations’ con-
trol procedures.

TAB 3.2.4 Full Autonomy
In order to achieve and maintain full autonomy (i.e., execution
of goal-oriented mission operations onboard including goal-
oriented mission replanning), the DSM needs the following
enabling properties: it needs to be self-aware of the internal
capabilities and state of the managed component; it needs to be
self-situated in the sense that it is aware of its environment and
context; and, finally, it needs to be able to monitor and adjust
itself through the use of such things as sensors, effectors, and
control loops.

A special case of autonomous DSM is an intelligent and collabo-
rative constellation (ICC): this is a specific type of constellation
that uses onboard intelligence to perceive its environment and
takes actions that maximizes its chances of success in cre-
ating coordinated observations. An ICC can also potentially
learn from its experiences. To achieve these capabilities, an
ICC involves the combination of real-time data understanding,
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TABLE III
FEW EXAMPLES OF CURRENT OR PAST DSM MISSIONS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS AS IDENTIFIED IN TABLE II
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TABLE IV
DSM TAXONOMY FROM [7] FOR HELIOPHYSICS MISSIONS

situational awareness, problem solving, planning and learning
from experience, all of them combined with communications,
and cooperation between the multiple spacecraft, in order to
take full advantage of various sensors distributed on multiple
platforms.

Table III shows a few of current and past DSMs and their
characteristics as identified in Table II. Of course, Table III
is not exhaustive; there are many more such missions in the
U.S. and in the world, and only a few representative missions
have been listed in Table III, mainly from the earth science
and communications domains (with a few heliophysics and
global positioning missions), to illustrate the definitions that
were proposed in this section.

V. DESIGNING EARTH SCIENCE MISSIONS USING THE

DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT MISSION TAXONOMY

As the general characteristics of a DSM have been defined and
categorized in the taxonomy defined in Section IV, this section
investigates how these concepts can be utilized to design future
earth science missions. This design can be informed by other
factors, such as those described in two previous taxonomies
[7], [26]. In 2001, Barrett [7] characterized distributed missions
(in the heliophysics domain) in terms of the phenomena that
needed to be observed and of the information that needed
to be gathered. They first categorized DSMs by the type of
phenomena to be measured, for example, slow/predictable or
fast/intermittent phenomena, occurring on a microscale (few
points) or on a macroscale (many/all points). This is equivalent
to characterizing the missions in terms of the mission science
goals, i.e., the information that needs to be collected, with a
signal space (e.g., spatial, angular, and temporal resolution), a
symbol space (e.g., spectral and radiometric resolution), and a
behavior (e.g., global coverage and revisit times). When deal-
ing with multiple platform missions, an orbit and aggregation
taxonomy is required in addition to the information taxonomy.
Each orbit corresponds to a different phenomenon location and
each different type of aggregation corresponds to a different
motivation. Table IV summarizes the considerations from [7] for
a selected number of examples, particularly in the heliophysics
domain.

In 2017, Selva et al. [26] also provided a taxonomy of
“DSM concepts demonstrated in flight or proposed, based on

morphological analysis”; although the paper does not describe a
precise taxonomy and terminology such as the one described in
Section IV and Table II, it provides a comprehensive assessment
of DSM concepts and technologies and some conclusions about
the current barriers to DSM implementation. In particular, it
considers the maturity of key enabling technologies: subsystem
level technologies, such as high-precision attitude determination
and control, high-precision thrusting, high-bandwidth commu-
nications, high throughput onboard data processing; as well as
some other higher system-level capabilities. These novel tech-
nologies and capabilities need to be considered when designing
a DSM.

Examples of some other specific trades that need to be consid-
ered when characterizing distributed missions and that are not
included in the previous taxonomy are the manufacturing ap-
proach of the multiple spacecraft, the launch options and oppor-
tunities, the deployment time, the operational complexity on the
ground and on orbit, the cost, the risks associated with develop-
ment schedule, mission costs, and the on-orbit operations, just
to name a few.

The sensitivities associated with each DSM characteristic
represent the tradeoffs that will need to be considered when
designing the distributed mission, which are, for example:
� The mass of each spacecraft will be chosen as a function

of the manufacturing capabilities, the launch options (and
costs), and the size of the sensors. Some mass categories
are: <1 kg, <10 kg, <500 kg, <5000 kg, and >5000
kg. The number of spacecraft (e.g., 2–10, 10–50, or >50)
will bring trades in terms of manufacturing approaches and
ground complexity.

� The spacecraft variability corresponds to the spacecraft
being all identical/homogeneous or heterogeneous either
through different instruments, different buses, or with frac-
tionated spacecraft.

� Launches can be approached through multiple launches,
hosted payloads, rideshares, or dispensers.

� On-orbit plans include mothership and slaves model,
swarm, formation, constellation, or ad hoc.

� Spacecraft interactions can be modeled as indepen-
dent, ground coordinated, cross communicating, or
fractionated.

� The coverage goal considers temporal coverage, spatial
coverage, repeatable tracks, and redundancy.

� The orbit selection is a function of the type of information
to collect but also of the launch options that are available.
These can be LEO inclined, LEO polar, geosynchronous,
or other.

Based on the mission science goals, and the other trades
considerations described earlier in this section, the taxonomy
defined in Section IV can be utilized to design future earth
science missions. Assuming that the mission is either monolithic
or distributed and that distributed missions fall into one of
four main categories, i.e., constellations, formation flying,
fractionated, or ad hoc/virtual missions, the following attributes
are traded to design the mission: appearance and functionality,
spatial relationship of the DSM, interspacecraft relationship and
functional configuration, spatial control, temporal deployment,
temporal control, autonomy, number of spacecraft, spacecraft
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TABLE V
DESIGNING DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT MISSIONS

TABLE VI
DESIGNING DISTRIBUTED SPACECRAFT MISSIONS—EXAMPLES FOR FOUR MAIN CATEGORIES OF DISTRIBUTED MISSIONS

mass, launch approach, and launcher approach. Table V
summarizes this design process, with the mission categories
shown on the horizontal axis and the mission attributes shown on
the vertical axis. Orbital parameters are not considered here to
stay general but should be included for specific science domains.
Each characteristic may have several values, but its range
depends on the mission category. For example, a constellation
may have a homogeneous or a heterogeneous appearance and
functionality, but a fractionated mission can only be heteroge-
neous. Similarly, a constellation can be temporally deployed all
at once or incrementally (by design or by reaction). To illustrate
this design process, Table VI shows specific values for one
monolithic mission (Landsat-7) and four reference DSMs, cor-
responding to the four types of DSM categories: ST-5 for general
Constellation (shown in light green), GRACE for Formation
Flying (shown in light blue), F6 for Fractionated (shown in light
yellow), and the A-Train for Ad hoc/Virtual mission (shown
in purple).

As described in Section II, the taxonomy defined in Section IV
and the design process highlighted in this section have already
been used to design TAT-C [25]. TAT-C is a prephase A mission
design tool that facilitates DSM prephase A investigations and
optimizes DSM designs with respect to a priori science goals.
TAT-C, through a modular architecture including a knowledge
base, a cost and risk module, an orbit and coverage module,
an instrument module, a launch module, and carefully designed
trade-space search iterator and user interface enables to quickly
assess, visualize and validate a very large number of potential
DSM constellation architectures in response to input and output
science requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article has presented various concepts related to the
design of DSMs, first by introducing the definitions of various
terms defining the various characteristics of a DSM, then relating
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these characteristics to the choices or sensitivities that need to be
considered when designing such missions. Based on these con-
siderations, a DSM taxonomy has been proposed; this taxonomy
has already been utilized in developing a trade-space tool for
designing constellations. Over time and with the development
of future DSM and related capabilities, this taxonomy will be
refined.

For example, another concept, which is important in relation
to DSM is the concept of SensorWeb [33], [34]. Although a
SensorWeb does not fit the current DSM taxonomy, it is a
concept that will be useful to trade when designing future
earth science missions. According to [36], “A SensorWeb is
a distributed system of sensing nodes (space, air, or ground)
that are interconnected by a communications fabric and they
function as a single, highly coordinated, virtual instrument.
It semi- or -autonomously detects and dynamically reacts to
events, measurements, and other information from constituent
sensing nodes and from external nodes (e.g., predictive models)
by modifying its observing state, so as to optimize mission
information return.” The concept of SensorWeb is now being
considered in earth science for new observing strategies (NOS)
[37] in which the concepts of DSMs and SensorWebs will be
traded to optimize the acquisition of measurements, such as
those defined in the 2017–2027 Earth Science Decadal Survey
[38]. By extending the DSM concepts to SensorWebs, NOS will
take advantage of multisensor nodes producing measurements
integrated from multiple vantage points and in multiple dimen-
sions (spatial, spectral, temporal, and radiometric) to provide
a unified picture of earth science physical processes or natural
phenomena.
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